Find Your Volunteer Role with NSCP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Opportunities</th>
<th>Best Fit</th>
<th>To Apply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **CONTRIBUTE TO NSCP THOUGHT LEADERSHIP** | • WRITING FOR NSCP CURRENTS  
• CO-HOSTING A WEBINAR  
• SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS *TRAVEL REQUIRED* | Do you have specific expertise you’d like to share with the member community but don’t have the time to engage full-time? These options provide thought leaders the opportunity to add value to the NSCP Member Community and develop their speaking and writing skills. | **WRITING FOR NSCP CURRENTS**  
**CO-HOST A WEBINAR**  
**SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS** |
| **CONTRIBUTE TO NSCP MEMBER AFFAIRS** | • BECOME A MEMBER-IN-CHARGE *TRAVEL REQUIRED*  
• BECOME AN AMBASSADOR  
• BECOME A MENTOR *COMING SOON* | Do you value the community and professional development opportunities that NSCP fosters? Do you enjoy connecting with your peers, sharing your expertise and find yourself being relied upon as a sounding board amongst peers and friends? Consider getting involved in NSCP’s Member Affairs. | **BECOME A MEMBER-IN-CHARGE**  
**BECOME AN AMBASSADOR**  
**BECOME A MENTOR** |
| **TAKE ON A TASK** | • JOIN A TASK FORCE/AD-HOC COMMITTEE | Do you feel strongly about a recent regulatory change, rule proposal, or industry initiative? If so, NSCP has likely formed a Task Force/Ad-Hoc Committee to explore the topic to inform next steps. Consider getting involved to share your perspectives. | **JOIN A TASK FORCE/AD-HOC COMMITTEE** |
| **CONTRIBUTE TO NSCP WORKING COMMITTEES** | • CONFERENCE COMMITTEE  
• MEMBERSHIP AFFAIRS COMMITTEE  
• PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE | Do you want to contribute to the success of NSCP’s Membership Benefits and demonstrate why NSCP is the only association that’s “For Compliance, By Compliance”? Consider getting involved in one of NSCP’s Working Committees. | **CONFERENCE COMMITTEE**  
**MEMBERSHIP AFFAIRS COMMITTEE**  
**PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE** |
| **LEAD A NSCP FORUM** | • FORUM INTERN  
• FORUM CHAIR | Do you feel strongly about the value NSCP’s industry forums offer, as a virtual community to discuss and stay informed of developments in industry best practices? Depending upon your background & experience, consider becoming a Forum Intern or Forum Chair. | **FORUM INTERN**  
**FORUM CHAIR** |
| **STRATEGIZE AND DIRECT NSCP’S FUTURE** | • NSCP BOARD OF DIRECTORS *TRAVEL REQUIRED* | Arguably the highest form of volunteerism, involvement in NSCP’s Board of Directors leverages the business acumen and strategic know-how of our best and brightest volunteers. Board & Board alumni may be participants of one or more of the following operating committees: Finance, Governance and the NSCP Board of Directors. | **NSCP BOARD OF DIRECTORS**  
**NOMINATION** |
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